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‘In Australia, agreement between competitors  
is remarkably pervasive.’4

The above short sentence has been quoted many times 
in the mass media and elsewhere. It was incontrovertibly 
true, and it was news. It was a pithy summary of what the 
Commissioner had already said in his very first annual 
report in 1968. His seven annual reports from the first in 
1968 to the last in 1974 (when the current 1974 Act took 
over) showed between them, convincingly, that a web of 
anti-competitive restriction was spread across Australian 
industry. The detail published in those reports proved 
that point to the parliament, to the community at large 
and to industry itself. The reports divided the thousands 
of restrictive agreements into categories, explained their 
operation, and provided statistical back-up.

bound by secrecy

How did the Commissioner know about all these 
agreements? The parties told him. They did that by lodging 
with him particulars of their agreements as the Act required 
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All shades and colour of comment passed between legislators, administrators, captains of industry and lobbyists in 

the formulation and implementation of the 1974 Act. No one group of people outside the cabinet room had a more 

privileged ear to this exchange than the chairmen of the Trade Practices Commission. Here, they share their privy 

thoughts on the most provocative statements they encountered in this political volley. 

Ron Bannerman was the first (and only) Commissioner of Trade Practices before becoming the first chair of the Trade 

Practices Commission. He reminds us that while many criticised the 1965 Act as toothless, it legislated for a type of 

information disclosure that was critical in giving shape to Murphy’s 1974 Bill.

them to do. There was no great risk in lodging an anti-
competitive agreement, because that did not make it illegal, 
and anyway there was no presumption that it was against  
the public interest. The parties could carry on as before, while 
the Commissioner was bound by his statutory obligation 
of secrecy for the affairs of companies or individuals. The 
Commissioner could challenge an agreement and it might 
eventually be brought to public hearing, but it had to be 
shown in each case that the agreement was, on balance, 
against the public interest. So it looked as if active and 
widespread competition in Australia had a long time to wait.

annual reports changed the ball game

Well, the 1965 Act was just ‘toe in the water’ stuff, wasn’t 
it? Maybe, but the Act did show an unexpected strength. 
As explained above, it obtained for the Commissioner 
information hitherto hidden and scattered in industries all 
round Australia. Also the Act required the Commissioner to 
furnish annual reports on his operations to the parliament. 
This could not be done credibly (1968 Annual Report,  
page iii) without giving a factual appreciation of the trade 
practices position in Australia as the Commissioner now  
knew it to be. Therefore the annual reports stated that 
position, but without naming companies or individuals. 
Those annual reports, not alone of course but with other 
factors at work too, changed the ball game. In effect, they 
showed that the position on the ground was so serious that 
much more effective legislation than the 1965 Act was needed 
to deal with it. Thus they contributed to the eventual repeal  
of the 1965 Act and its replacement by the 1974 Act.

It is odd that there was no requirement for annual 
reports in the 1965 Bill when it was introduced. After public 
criticism, the requirement was inserted by government 
amendment before the Bill was passed. Would history  
have been different without that amendment?

Ron Bannerman

C A N B E R R A

Web of anti-competitive restriction
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In 1963 the then Attorney General, the late Sir Garfield 
Barwick, produced a table of the basic forms of business 
practices. His purpose was to alert the Australian business 
community to reasons why the government had formed  
an intention to legislate for the regulation of restrictive  
trade practices.

In his introduction he acknowledged that the need for 
such legislation had been questioned, but asserted that the 
practices noted were perceived to ‘destroy or reduce freedom 
of action and distort the competitive pattern of our system 
of free enterprise’.

In the course of delivering the Robert Garran Memorial 
Oration on 13 November 1963, Barwick said:

 In truth, of course, the proposed legislation is 
intended to ensure that businessmen are freed 
from those privately imposed restraints, whether 
arising from contracts, combinations or informal 
agreements, which Lord Macnaghten characterized 
as long ago as 1894 as ‘interfering with individual 
liberty of action in trading’.5

As events transpired, however, those proposals were 
vacated in the form envisaged and found their way onto 
the statute books in a much watered form in the Restrictive 
Trade Practices Act 1965, which, on being found to be 
beyond the constitutional reach of the Commonwealth 
Government6 was replaced by the Restrictive Trade Practices 
Acts 1971 and 1972.

Those replacements provided for a system of 
registration and examination by the new Commissioner of 
Trade Practices of restrictive agreements (or details of like 
arrangements) under a strict regimen of confidentiality in 
what the then Attorney General, the late Lionel Murphy, 
described in his second reading of the Bill for the Act in the 
Senate on 15 November 1973 as ‘the most ineffectual pieces 
of legislation ever passed by this Parliament’.7

However, with regard to the Trade Practices Act 1974, 
I believe the most insightful statements are found in the 
submissions made on behalf of the business community.

 1906 Australian Industries Preservation Act
This was the earliest attempt by the Australian Government to legislate in the field of restrictive trade 
practices. Inspired by the United States Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, the Act attempted to cover 
businesses engaged in interstate, overseas trade or commerce.

In Huddart Parker & Co Pty Ltd v Moorehead (1910), the High Court found that sections of the Act 
intruded into the area of purely intrastate trade and commerce. The Act fell into general disuse after this case 
although the sections based on trade and commerce powers were upheld in 1964 in Redfern v Dunlop Rubber 
Australia Ltd (1964).

1913 Referendum 
In this, and similar referenda in 1919, 1929, 1944, the Australian Government sought the power to deal 
directly with monopolies, combinations and trusts. It was unsuccessful at each ballot.

1921 Tariff Board Act 
This empowered the Tariff Board to inquire and report on manufacturers taking undue advantage of tariff 
protection by charging unnecessarily high prices to consumers or acting in restraint of trade to the public 
detriment. The Tariff Board could recommend the reduction or removal of the protection, but this limited 
avenue of monopoly control was rarely used. 

1956 Western Australia Unfair Trading and Profit Control Act
Before 1956, spasmodic and generally ineffectual provisions on restrictive trade practices had accompanied 
price and profit control legislation in Western Australia, New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland. The 
1956 Western Australian Act’s first important conviction failed on appeal to the WA Supreme Court.

1959 Western Australia Trade Association Registration Act
This was a weaker version of the 1956 Act compelling trade associations to register their constitution, 
regulations and penalties, but it made no attempt to control practices by injunction, criminal prosecution  
or otherwise.

1962 Attorney General Sir Garfield Barwick placed before Parliament detailed proposals for federal control  
of trade practices along the general lines of British legislation.

1965 Trade Practices Act
Federal Parliament passed an amended version of the Barwick proposal. The Act became operative  
on 1 September 1967. Complementary legislation was also passed by one state—Tasmania. 

1965 Victorian Collusive Practices Act
A limited Act applying mainly to collusive tendering for government contracts.

 1967 Trade Practices Act of 1965 commences
Businesses had to lodge their existing agreement registration with the office of the Commissioner  
of Trade Practices.

1969 Consumer Protection Act (New South Wales) 
The Act is mainly concerned with collusive tendering.

Trade Practices Commission took action on 49 cases in a total of 11 882 agreements on the  
register and in four cases the parties decided to end their agreements after consultations with the 
Commissioner’s office.

The business community’s reaction to the Act can only 
be described as shock. Traditionally normal, widespread 
conduct such as exclusive dealing, would now be examined 
to determine its impact upon competition and could no 
longer be justified as reasonably necessary to protect the 
property and goodwill of manufacturers wishing to ensure 
that their distributors directed their attention to promoting 
that property and goodwill without the distraction which 
would inevitably follow were the distributors free to handle 
competing products.

This reaction is best summarised in a short commentary 
such as appeared in Analysis (of the 1973 Bill for the Act) 
With Proposals for Amendments published by the Australian 
Industries Development Association in Canberra in 
February 1974.

The association (known as AIDA) was the main 
predecessor of the present Business Council of Australia. 
It represented all major business houses in Australia and 
established a committee of corporate lawyers well advised 
and knowledgeable in commercial as well as legal circles.  
It was lead by a partner of a leading Melbourne firm jointly 
with a leading Sydney corporate lawyer.

laws … need to be brought in gently and gradually 
though a process of evolution

They settled the draft Analysis and it was presented to 
the Attorney General in Canberra by the Sydney corporate 
lawyer and two members of a major Sydney law firm when, 
over two very full days, the amendments it proposed were 
debated. The Attorney General was receptive and some of 
the proposals were accepted.

In my view, the Foreword to that Analysis succinctly 
represents the concerns which the business community  
had as evident from the following extracts:

 Laws affecting business activity need to be 
brought in gently and gradually through a process 
of evolution. Sudden changes in trade customs 
and practices can produce widespread results 
economically detrimental to the nation. A law such 
as that set out in the Bill will take a long time to  
be understood and absorbed in business practices  
at all levels.

The Analysis acknowledged that 

 business practices detrimental to the public 
interest—as represented by the interests of 
consumers, employees, producers and proprietors 
and the overall welfare of the economy as a 
whole—should be debarred. But the legislation 
should be appropriate to the Australian situation, 
and not a copy of the United Kingdom legislation, 
as proposed by the previous Government, nor of 
the USA, as proposed by the present Government.

In my opinion, these extracts demonstrate that this 
Analysis represented the most insightful, indeed prescient,  
of all submissions on the 1973 Bill. 

W Robert McComas

S Y D N E Y
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1969 Statement of intention by states governments
Attorney Generals of states other than Tasmania confirmed their intention not to pass state legislation  
to parallel the 1965 Federal Act. 

Tasmanian Breweries case
The first trade practices hearing was brought before the Trade Practices Tribunal. The matter concerns 
Tasmanian Breweries Pty Ltd.

1970 High Court finds in favour of the Tribunal
Tasmanian Breweries subsequently gave undertakings under s. 79 of the Trade Practices Act that  
it would not indulge in a wide range of restrictive practices.

1971 Concrete Pipes case
Various concrete pipe manufacturers successfully challenged the Act in the now famous Concrete  
Pipes case (Strickland v Rocla Concrete Pipes Ltd).

The High Court held that the 1965 Trade Practices Act cannot operate intrastate; that the Act  
was invalid.

Resale price maintenance amendments are made to the Trade Practices Act.

Restrictive Trade Practices Act
Following the decision of the Concrete Pipes case, the government repealed the 1965 Act and passed  
the Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1971. The Act contained provisions similar to its predecessor but  
its constitutional basis was the corporations power of the Commonwealth alone, subject to one 
exemption in relation to Part X which was founded (and still is founded) on the overseas trade and 
commerce power.

1973 Detailed proposals for a new trade practices legislation
Based partly on US provisions, new legislative proposals were placed before the Australian Parliament in 
the form of a Trade Practices Bill by the Labor Government’s Attorney General Senator Lionel Murphy.

1974 Trade Practices Act
After the federal election in May 1974, the Murphy Bill, as modified, was passed. The Trade Practices Act 
1974 contained prohibitions with the possibility of clearances and authorisations as well as consumer 
protection provisions. 

1976 The Swanson Committee
A detailed review of the Trade Practices Act was undertaken by the Trade Practices Review Committee, 
chaired by Mr T Swanson.

Section 46 as enacted in 1974 did not adopt a terminology of ‘purpose’ or ‘effect’. Following  
the committee’s recommendations, the words ‘for the purpose of ’ were introduced to s. 46. This  
amendment was designed to emphasise that it was not necessary that the proscribed purpose actually  
be achieved. Conduct could be ineffectual and fail to achieve one of the proscribed purposes, but  
could still be unlawful.

The changes to s. 46 were part of a wider set of changes seen as weakening the impact of the Act. Certain 
of the Swanson Committee recommendations were not adopted, including those relating to the rights of 
franchisees and the call for the repeal of s. 49, dealing with price discrimination. Section 49 was repealed 
in 1995 following the recommendation of the Hilmer Committee.

While the Trade Practices Act has only been in force for  
30 years, it has achieved a number of successes thanks to its 
fearless administration by the relevant regulator—the Trade 
Practices Commission until 1995 and now the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission. In these short 
observations I comment on the mischievous and misguided 
views about the impact and importance of the Act, some  
of which regrettably still remain part of our culture.

Because the penalties for breaching the competition 
provisions of the Act (Part IV) were so low when the Act 
was introduced—a maximum of $250 000 civil penalty 
for corporations and $50 000 maximum for individuals—
companies and their officers for many years paid inadequate 
attention to the potential impact of the legislation. Despite 
vigorous enforcement of the Act by successive chairmen  
of the relevant commission, my experience as chair  
from April 1988 to June 1991, was that the relatively 
nominal penalties often led to a cost benefit analysis  
being undertaken by companies (and their officers) as  
to whether they could ‘get away with’ certain cartel or 
similar behaviour. Much of this concerned price fixing  
and related market practices. 

compliance should be part and parcel  
of every corporation

Despite the fact that the penalties have been 
significantly increased since 1993, regrettably—and this  
is based not only on my own first hand experience but  
that of others—there is still inadequate attention being 
given to compliance with the Act. There remains a belief  
in many sections of the community that compliance with 
this type of legislation (as well as other legislation of a 
similar nature) is of lesser importance than trying to make  
as much money as possible for the relevant organisation. 
The lack of appropriate application in the context of 
corporate governance and related matters surrounding the 
operation of the Corporations Act (and the corresponding 
common law) highlights and emphasises that this 
observation is a justified one—refer in particular to the 
remarks of Justice Owen in the HIH Royal Commission. 
The promulgation of the Commonwealth Criminal Code 
from December 2000 (bringing into effect the Criminal 

Code Act of 1995) has also enhanced a greater need 
for compliance to be part and parcel of the life of every 
corporation that operates under Commonwealth law. 

The recently ‘lapsed’ Trade Practices Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2004, if enacted in its current form, will 
increase the penalties under the current legislation beyond 
their already high thresholds. However, it is at least arguable 
that until our courts start to impose penalties close to the 
maximum available for breaches of Part IV of the Act, 
that businesses will continue to take a rather sceptical view 
about the impact of the legislation. Furthermore, with the 
introduction of possible criminal sanctions, we may see quite 
a different philosophy being adopted by the community.

 Another failing of the legislation, leading to either 
mischievous or misguided views, is the fact that it still does 
not apply fully to all range of business and commercial 
activities. There are still sections of government activity, 
for example, that are protected from the operation of the 
Act. There is still successful lobbying being achieved by 
special interest groups to exclude the operation of the Act 
for sections of our business economy (for example, Overseas 
Cargo Shipping—Part X of the Act). If there is to be 
exemption from operation of the Act, that exemption should 
be evaluated through the authorisation process. This carries 
with it the right to review the determination of the ACCC. 
The Australian Competition Tribunal has shown that it 
will not necessarily rubber stamp the views of the ACCC in 
dealing with authorisations. However, that is the appropriate 
process for determining whether special interest groups 
deserve exemption from the operation of the Act. 

 Until the community understands that the Act applies 
universally across all sections of business, the professions and 
government commercial activity, scepticism about the full 
application of the Act, its operation and the consequences of 
breaches of specific provisions will continue to impact on the 
way in which the ACCC administers the legislation and how 
it is received in the community.

Bob Baxt | Partner, Allen Arthur Robinson

M E L B O U R N E
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1979 The Blunt Committee
Chaired by Gaire Blunt, the committee had been set up to assist the government to maintain current 
information on the operation of the Act.

In December 1979 the committee completed the report Small business and the Trade Practices Act. Like 
the Swanson Committee, this report recommended the repeal of s. 49. The Blunt committee also 
recommended two amendments to s. 46:
>  the ‘position to substantial control’ threshold should be altered to ‘substantial degree of power in the 

market’, and
>  ‘take advantage of the power’ should be altered to ‘use that power’.

On 15 November 1981 the Trade Practices Consultative Committee was discontinued.

1984 Green Paper
In February the Attorney General Senator Gareth Evans QC released a discussion paper called The Trade 
Practices Act—Proposals for Change (Green Paper). Although the Exposure Draft was never formally 
introduced into Parliament, two of the amendments proposed were introduced under the Statute Law 
Revision Amendments in 1984. One of these granted certain exceptions to prescribed information 
providers (s. 65A). The other dealt with the enforcement of payment of fines, but was never proclaimed 
to commence and was later repealed by the Trade Practises Revision Act 1986.

1985 Trade Practices Amendment Bill
Introduced in October 1985, this Bill proposed a number of substantial amendments to the Act 
including lowering of the threshold test in s. 46, regulating certain overseas mergers under s. 50A, 
prohibiting of unconscionable conduct under s. 52A and rewriting the Product Safety and Information 
provisions under Part V, Division 1A.

1986 Trade Practices Revision Bill
This Bill superseded the 1985 Amendment Bill and commenced substantially on 1 July 1986.

Trade Practices (Transfer of Market Dominance) Act
The second amending Act introduced in 1986, amended the mergers provision under s. 50 and came 
into operation on 1 June 1986. 

(Section 52A was renumbered as s. 51AB and relocated in Part IVA by the Trade Practices Legislation 
Amendment Act 1992.) 

1989 The Griffiths Committee
In 1988 the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs  
(the Griffiths Committee) inquired into the adequacy of existing legislative controls over mergers, 
takeovers and monopolies under the Act. 

In May 1989 the Committee issued the report Mergers, Takeovers, and Monopolies: Profiting from 
Competition? On 22 August 1991 the Attorney General accepted the committee’s recommendations  
but indicated that they would be examined in the light of any contradictory recommendations of  
a Senate Committee then inquiring, among other things, also into the adequacy of existing legislative 
controls into mergers, monopolies and acquisitions—the Cooney Committee.

1991 The Cooney Committee
In December 1991 the Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs  
(the Cooney Committee) issued the report Mergers, Monopolies, & Acquisitions. Adequacy  
of Existing Legislative Controls.

The Trade Practices Commission’s submission to the Cooney Committee recommended  
a change of the test in the mergers provisions to enable it to examine all major mergers that  
substantially lessen competition and for compulsory pre-notification of mergers.

The quote which I always remember was by Mr Ron 
Bannerman, the first Trade Practices Commission 
Chairman, when I spoke in Canberra to the Economic 
Society in 1974. At that time I was a newly appointed, part 
time academic member of the Prices Justification Tribunal 
and it was receiving a great deal of media attention, much 
more than the Trade Practices Commission. Price regulation 
seemed more important than a competition law. After my 
speech Ron introduced himself and quietly mentioned to 
me that prices policies come and go, that at times they get 
more publicity and seem more important, but in the longer 
term the Trade Practices Act would have the bigger and 
more beneficial effect. 

Over the years, as I have watched the fortunes of  
the two wax and wane, I began to see more the truth  
of his observation. 

In the period from 1974 until about the end of 
1975, the Prices Justification Tribunal had enormous 
power and effect. It had to approve nearly all big business 
prices in advance. Then it was cut back. In 1978 there 
was a comeback when Mr John Howard, then Minister 
for Business and Consumer Affairs, was the Minister 
who presided over an Australia-wide price freeze for a 
few months. Then the fortunes of the Prices Justification 
Tribunal and its successor the Petroleum Products Pricing 
Authority began to recede. 

The Prices Surveillance Authority was established in 
1984 by the Labor government and probably was regarded 
as significant as the Trade Practices Commission for a time, 
if only because the Commission was not especially active. 
After that there were two more occasions when prices policy 
seemed more important. The first was when the price of 
crude oil rose sharply during the Iraq/Kuwait war in 1991 
and the government froze the price of petrol. The second 
was during the period when the Goods and Services Tax  
was introduced in the year 2000. 

I spent most of my time during these periods of price 
regulation trying to ensure that no great harm was done 
by the pricing controls and this was achieved by generally 
making sure that they did not have too big an effect. I think 

it is hard to see general price controls or the like coming 
back. But price policy is not dead. The ACCC and state 
regulators now spend a great deal of time on access prices. 
‘The King is dead: long live the King’, as the saying goes. 
But the more basic competition provisions of the Act are 
more important.

Trade Practices Act … a big bang effect in 1974

In the meantime the Trade Practices Act became 
more important and effective. There was a big bang effect 
in 1974 when it was introduced. Many cartels and anti-
competitive practices ceased. Then the commission became 
somewhat tied down dealing with numerous authorisation 
applications, but it made some further progress. During 
the 1980s, things happened but the atmosphere was one in 
which governments did not seem to want the commission 
to do too much and this was reflected in its limited budget 
and in various legislative changes that softened the law.

During the 1990s there was more of a pick-up. 
Fines increased, both at the behest of the courts and the 
parliament; more cartels were caught and more consumer 
protection cases conducted. The Act was extended to 
cover all forms of business, including the professions 
and agricultural marketing boards; an access regime was 
introduced; other forms of public utility regulation were 
introduced; and there was enhanced protection for small 
business from unconscionable conduct. The Act has  
a powerful and beneficial effect on all areas of business.  
Thirty years after Ron Bannerman’s statement there  
is no doubt about the correctness of his observations.

Allan Fels | Dean, The Australian and New Zealand  
School of Government (ANZSOG)

M E L B O U R N E
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Prices policies come and go
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The Australian Competition & 
Consumer Commission’s journal 
on trade practices law and 
consumer protection matters  
is now an electronic  
publication and is available  
online at www.accc.gov.au
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